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Most grade-school workbooks try to cover the full range of topics in one workbook, and as a result

do not dedicate enough pages to important mathematical concepts. Kumon's research has found,

however, that children find learning easier when they tackle one skill set at a time. With these

findings in mind, we designed our newest line of workbooks to help children with one particular

mathematical skill set per book.
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I purchased these to help my mother who is suffering from Alzheimer's. She was forgetting to lock

her doors at night and was also leaving the cook stove and water running. After a month or so of

one hour daily lessons she regained the ability to keep herself safe. I don't think it matters if they get

the answers right or not it's the action of doing the lessons that helps get things running again. I

don't know how long this will help but for now it's been remarkable.

My daughter was having a hard time keeping up with all the other kids in her class and her grades

shown it.We wanted to put her through Kumon learning center, but it was not affordable at the time

and my wife found these books on . Since my daughter been working in these work books she has

improved a lot and her grades have improved in school. If you have time to work with your child and

looking at an affordable way to help I would recommend these work books they help.



My kid has been having difficulty keeping up with math at school. I started doing a worksheet

everyday when he gets home from school. These are helping a lot. These are very similar to the

worksheets that they use at the Kumon Centers but are it's a lot cheaper to do it at home with my

son for now. The workbooks seem to be good enough for now and I like them a lot.

Using for homeschooling. My daughter hates the hands on curriculum we've been using. I

purchased three Kumon workbooks to use instead. So far she's really enjoying them. I love that

each books focuses on a main theme for it's subject. If you're looking a review type workbook

Kumon is not for you. These are meant to help a child learning the subject get enough practice to

become fluent at it. These have a lot of repetition, perfect for what I needed.

The Kumon books are great for review of specific topic, or for learning one specific skill at a time.

This book is no exception. The cover and binding on these books is tough and durable. At one

point, it took us a year to finish a workbook (very slow, deliberate pace - nothing to do with the book

itself), and at the end of the year, the cover wasn't falling off and the pages weren't falling out. I

really appreciate that in a workbook. I continue to come back to this brand time and time again for

workbooks that are quality.This Subtraction workbook is laid out well, with notes on how to grade

the pages for parents/teachers. Answer sheets are at the back. A good deal of time is spent

focusing on single-digit subtraction before moving onto harder problems.

About 85 pages of practice materials, ranging from super easy review stuff (sequential numbers

from 1-100) to subtracting 1-10. Example: You get 4 pages of subtract 4's from a number. Good for

students with basic knowledge of subtraction or for review. Not the same workbook you get from

Kumon classes. I would have rate it better if had more practice questions for number.

my son love it

Nice
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